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Lovely...there’s a lunar eclipse this month!  I love lunar eclipses, and I’ve been fortunate to have seen a number of them.  The first 

one that I can really remember was in 1968, around Easter.  Since it wasn’t a school night, I was able to stay up all night to watch it.  

It was a lovely, slow, almost majestic event, and with the partial eclipse I’d observed in 1965, I was hooked on eclipses! 

 

What I really like about them is that each one is different.  For instance, there was one in 1982 where part of the umbra was very 

dark, but not everywhere...there seemed to be brighter areas, which was very striking.   

 

In August 1989, the eclipse happed with the Moon passing through the Sagittarius portion of the Milky Way.  During totality, the 

Moon seemed to hang, looking like Mars, in a great star field.  Of all the lunar eclipses I’ve seen, it was, perhaps, the most beautiful.  

What was good about this one was that there were dozens of Hamilton Centre members who came out to view the eclipse, but since 

it was so low in the sky we had to observe from 7th Concession.  We were all strung out along the road, and it must have made quite 

the sight for anyone who just happened to be driving past. 

 

There was another, in 1992 if memory serves, that was very dark.  The Moon went into totality in the early evening, and was almost 

completely invisible to the unaided eye unless you knew exactly where to look. 

 

Colours, too, can vary considerably.  From yellowish to a dark copper, to a deep, almost blood-red, each one is unique.  It all depends 

on how sunlight is scattered through our atmosphere.  In 1992, there was still a huge amount of dust in the upper atmosphere from a 

volcano in the Philippines.  

 

In years past, amateurs would time the umbra as it passed across the lunar surface, by noting when various craters entered, or left, the 

umbra.  This was not always easy, as the umbra does not have a distinct edge.  For large craters, you’d have to note when the shadow 

reached one edge of the crater and when it was completely in (or out) of the shadow.  Splitting these two times gave you the “instant” 

of crater bisection.  It took a good knowledge of the features of the lunar surface to do this, though, something not everyone had. 

 

The movement of the Moon causes it to pass in front of stars.  These events are called occultations, and are fun (at least) to watch.  If 

you can time these events accurately enough, though, we can refine the Moon’s orbit.  The difficulty, though, is that very few of 

these events are visible during a Full Moon, unless the star is very bright...or the Moon is eclipsed!  As a result, watching an occulta-

tion occur during a lunar eclipse can add some fun (or data) to the event.  So, if you see a star near the eastern limb of the Moon, 

keep an eye on it!  

 

See you next month! 

 

 

A Message from the President:  A CALL TO ARMS! 
 

Hello everyone…With just over 4 weeks left to AstroCATS, I would like the membership to step up and volunteer for this incredible 

event.  For those who may be new to our club, AstroCATS is the Canadian Astronomy Telescope Show. You can get the details at  

astrocats.ca. 

 

We founded this event last year and it was a huge success…. largely due to the hard work and effort by members in the club. This 

year the event is even BIGGER…WE NEED YOUR HELP!... and lots of it. 

 

You can volunteer to help with anything in the show….from helping out at the door, raffle events, helping the vendors …all kinds of 

things…and the best thing of all…it is Fun! 

 

To volunteer you can contact anyone on staff at events@astrocats.ca or me directly at president@ hamiltonrasc.ca  .  We need your 

help to make this an even bigger success this year. Please consider volunteering and be a part of this incredible event.  It is YOUR 

show too! 

 

Thank you, Gary Colwell. 

Issue Number 6, April, 2014 
Roger Hill, Editor 

mailto:events@astrocats.ca
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Updates from the Board. 
 

Andy Blanchard tells me that the Henry’s students are meeting on the last Thursday of each month. Last month there 

were three students out and they got some very nice images. Although it was a bit cold they managed to stay warm in the 

building.   He also says that the Centre has eight new members from the last Henry’s class.  

 

Nicely done, Andy!  RH 

 

Gary Bennett, who has an AstroCATS update on page 4 wanted me to pass along the following: 

“Our on-line volunteer sign-up is now ready. I think it fair to say that last year’s volunteers had a lot of fun. This is an 

important event for your club and we hope you will all want to pitch-in and donate your time. We believe that 4 hours of 

your time is a good investment for what you will receive in return. Please consider that the organizing committee has 

been hard at work since November and have already contributed many hundreds of man-hours. 

 

Volunteer Benefits: 

 Free admission to the show 

 Special “keep-sake” T-Shirt. This year we will be selling T-Shirts (we had a lot of requests last year) but staff volun-

teers will have specially designed shirts and you can only get one if you are a volunteer. 

 Bragging rights! 

 

Proceeds from AstroCATS will fund new equipment for our members (like the telescope loaner program) as well as ob-

servatory facility improvements and special outreach programs. 

 

Some of you have already volunteered (Thank You!) but we have a long way to go. Please help!: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?

key=0Av1JSGKIW4vQdGF6NzNWdDhRTDc5SnlSRGhIcGdaM2c&usp=sharing 

 

Frankly, I’m in awe of the amount of work done by the AstroCATS guys.   But they NEED your help.  RH 

 

 

Mark Pickett was busy in March and sends along a couple of items.  The RASC National Advisory Council  had their 

second meeting on March 15.  Despite not resolving all the problems with this  new governance model (the start of the 

meeting was 15 minutes late again) they did make it through the agenda.  The RASC has been forced to increase the 

price of the membership by $2, effective (likely) sometime in April.  The proposed budget for the upcoming fiscal year 

was examined and the Advisory Council will now include at least one member from each of the 29 Centres, the heads of 

various committees, the editor of the Observers Handbook, and others..   

  

It should be noted that Advisory Council strictly advises; the Executive Council of the RASC is not bound by their deci-

sions.  This may not seem like a good idea, but it is a step forward from the times when all Centres were involved in 

every decision!  

  

Mark further notes that “I had a meeting with three people from Westfield on March 24.  I was able to take the Marsh 

Transit telescope there, and placed it with the two refractors in storage.  We have two other refractors that still must be 

moved to Westfield.  We also discussed the proposed observatory deciding that the building should be about 4.5 x 4.5 

metres in size (approx. 15’x15’), with a roll-off roof and perhaps two doors: one for entry and the other for exit, to facili-

tate the flow of people.     

  

Eventually, we went to the village to see, and there were three possibilities for the site, all in the square.  They will  

choose a site, with our input.  A draft agreement between our two organizations was discussed.  Essentially, Westfield  

will pay for the Observatory, and the Hamilton Centre will build it.  The Hamilton Centre will use the telescopes to show 

what amateur astronomy was like when the Hamilton Centre was founded over a century ago. 

 

Great work, Mark! RH 
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 AstroCATS – Less Than 5 Weeks Until “Show-Time”! - Gary Bennett 
 

We have quite a few new members who may not know about this, now famous, event hosted by RASC Hamilton. For 

you, here is a brief write-up about this “gotta be there” event. 

 

The Canadian Astronomy & Telescope Show (AstroCATS) will be celebrating its 2nd year on May 3 & 4 at the David 

Braley Athletic & Recreation Centre, Mohawk College, in Hamilton. Hosted by RASC Hamilton Centre, AstroCATS is 

a full-featured Trade Show complete with international exhibitors, seminars, guest speakers, some amazing door and raf-

fle prizes, and all this for the price of a movie ticket.  

 

Our program will appeal to beginners and experienced astronomers alike. Seminar topics range from how to choose your 

first telescope (or even build your own), to advanced astrophotography processing techniques. Exhibitors will showcase 

astronomy products rarely seen on a showroom floor and many of those will be new and upcoming products. This year 

we are especially well represented by CCD camera exhibitors with names like Apogee, ATIK, and Hutech. Equally im-

pressive are Canadian inventions brought to you by Kendrick, Mallincam, Norman Fullum, and SkyShed POD. Your 

favourite astronomy retailers will also be there with truck loads of gear for you to take home. 

 

For visual observers, there will be plenty of "eye candy" on display. Everything from handcrafted Normand Fullum tele-

scopes to the best of Solar Telescopes. Familiar "big-name" brands that will be exhibiting this year include ADM Acces-

sories, Celestron, Meade, Vixen, Lunt Solar Systems, Mathis Instruments, and many more. 

 

We are also hosting a 2-day Solar "Star Party" brought to you by Lunt Solar Systems and Stephen Ramsden of the Char-

lie Bates Solar Astronomy Project (CBSA). CBSA is now an international Solar Outreach Program and last year they 

reached 162,023 students. 

 

Our seminar and guest speaker program features some of the best talents on the planet. A short list includes: 

 Robert Naeye, Editor in Chief,  Sky & Telescope Magazine 

 Terence Dickinson, Editor of SkyNews Magazine 

 Wally Pacholka - Astro-Landscape Photographer Extraordinaire 

 International Award Winning Amateur Astrophotographers:  

 Damian Peach, Kerry-Ann Lecky Hepburn, Ron Brecher 

 And more....(like your almost humble editor! R.H) 

 

Seminars fall into 4 categories: 

 Artistry & Creativity 

 Beginner/Family / General Interest 

 Learning (How-To) 

 

Several speakers are famous astrophotographers, but you don’t need to be one to enjoy these presentations. While many 

of these presentations will feature images produced by these gifted people, the seminars will be a demonstration of the 

beauty of the Cosmos as seen through the camera. Of course, if you want to learn "how-to", there is a seminar for that 

too! 

 

Our seminar program and schedule, as well as the list of exhibitors, is close to being finalized. We also hope to announce 

Door/Raffle Prizes that will be up for grabs. Last year we gave out over $ 15,000 in prizes! Prize donors tend to surprise 

us at the last minute but we attempt to update our website as intel becomes available. 

 

AstroCATS is a 2-day event and many of you will want to attend both days. For out-of-town guests, we have a special 

arrangement for overnight accommodations. A 2-bedroom suite, free parking/internet/breakfast for only $ 79.95! 

 

Tickets can be purchased at the door, but on-line ticket buyers will also receive a Free Raffle Prize entry.  

 

For more information and updates, visit: www.astrocats.ca 

 

We look forward to seeing you at the show! 
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 March Sidewalk Astronomy at Canadian Tire—Ed Mizzi 
                        

                        

On Friday, March 7, a couple of club members set up for Sidewalk Astronomy at the Canadian Tire Store in Waterdown. Mark 

Pickett was there at 4:00 PM with his solar telescope (80 Antares refractor / Lunt solar diagonal / Baader Continuum filter ). The 

moon was up at the time, so he was able to show passers-by the Sun and the Moon (through an Orion 8inch Dob). 

 

At 6:00 PM, Ed Mizzi joined Mark, using the club's Konus Refractor. CDN Tire customers (and the store manager) were offered 

great views of both Jupiter and the Moon and there was lots of discussion about types and costs of telescopes and astronomy in gen-

eral. Among the participants were a number of children and their enthusiasm was addictive and gratifying, and hopefully they will 

inspire their parents and elders to get excited about astronomy. 

                         

An estimated 60 - 75 people took a look through one or both scopes and we had lots of 'oohs' and 'awes' and "wow, that's cool"! We 

handed out Club business cards to several individuals and mentioned the monthly "public" meetings and that club members were 

always available to help with choosing telescopes and binoculars and answering questions. We were also visited by Don Pullen from 

the HAA, who cheered us on. 

 

As we were leaving, the assistant store manager came out to say goodbye, but more importantly, he encouraged us to set up as often 

as we wanted. 

                         

So, it looks like Sidewalk Astronomy will continue to be a popular event for years to come. It helps fulfil our goal of inspiring the 

general public to get interested in the stars and planets, and grows our club in several ways - including new members. And for all of 

you potential volunteers in our club, we encourage you to get involved and help with Sidewalk Astronomy...the feeling you'll get 

from the excitement of visitors, especially the younger ones, is unparalleled, in an "unparalleled" Universe!! 
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 Old Tool, New Use: GPS and the Terrestrial Reference Frame 
By Alex H. Kasprak 
Flying over 1300 kilometers above Earth, the Jason 2 satellite knows its distance from the ocean down to a matter of 

centimeters, allowing for the creation of detailed maps of the ocean’s surface. This information is invaluable to oceanog-

raphers and climate scientists. By understanding the ocean’s complex topography—its barely perceptible hills and 

troughs—these scientists can monitor the pace of sea level rise, unravel the intricacies of ocean currents, and project the 

effects of future climate change. 

 

But these measurements would be useless if there were not some frame of reference to put them in context. A terrestrial 

reference frame, ratified by an international group of scientists, serves that purpose. “It’s a lot like air,” says JPL scientist 

Jan Weiss. “It’s all around us and is vitally important, but people don’t really think about it.” Creating such a frame of 

reference is more of a challenge than you might think, though. No point on the surface of Earth is truly fixed. 

 

To create a terrestrial reference frame, you need to know the distance between as many points as possible. Two methods 

help achieve that goal. Very-long baseline interferometry uses multiple radio antennas to monitor the signal from some-

thing very far away in space, like a quasar. The distance between the antennas can be calculated based on tiny changes in 

the time it takes the signal to reach them. Satellite laser ranging, the second method, bounces lasers off of satellites and 

measures the two-way travel time to calculate distance between ground stations. 

 

Weiss and his colleagues would like to add a third method into the mix—GPS. At the moment, GPS measurements are 

used only to tie together the points created by very long baseline interferometry and satellite laser ranging together, not 

to directly calculate a terrestrial reference frame. 

 

“There hasn’t been a whole lot of serious effort to include GPS directly,” says Weiss. His goal is to show that GPS can 

be used to create a terrestrial reference frame on its own.  “The thing about GPS that’s different from very-long baseline 

interferometry and satellite laser ranging is that you don’t need complex and expensive infrastructure and can deploy 

many stations all around the world.” 

 

Feeding GPS data directly into the calculation of a terrestrial reference frame could lead to an even more accurate and 

cost effective way to reference points geospatially. This could be good news for missions like Jason 2. Slight errors in 

the terrestrial reference frame can create significant errors where precise measurements are required. GPS stations could 

prove to be a vital and untapped resource in the quest to create the most accurate terrestrial reference frame possible. 

“The thing about GPS,” says Weiss, “is that 

you are just so data rich when compared to 

these other techniques.” 

 

Space Place partners’ article March 2014 

You can learn more about NASA’s efforts to 

create an accurate terrestrial reference 

frame here: http://space-geodesy.nasa.gov/. 

Kids can learn all about GPS by visiting 

http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/gps and watch-

ing a 

fun animation about finding pizza here: 

http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/gps-pizza. 

Artist’s interpretation of the Jason 2 satel-

lite. To do its job properly, satellites like 

Jason 

2 require as accurate a terrestrial reference 

frame as possible. Image courtesy: 

NASA/JPL-Caltech. 
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 How to Photograph a Lunar Eclipse By Nasim Mansurov  
 
I intentionally waited on posting this article on how to photograph a lunar eclipse until it actually took place on 12/21/2010, because 

I wanted to document my experience and provide information on what challenges I had during the process of photographing this 

rare, but stunningly beautiful phenomenon. This was not my first time trying to photograph a lunar eclipse – I tried it once back in 

2008, but the weather did not cooperate back then and I did not get any good pictures. My luck was much better this time and al-

though the sky was not completely clear, I was still fortunate enough to capture the entire process, from full moon to total lunar 

eclipse, then back to full moon. The next lunar eclipse will occur in the summer of next year, so if you missed it this year, definitely 

try to get out and take some pictures, especially when the moon turns bloody red. 

 

1) Basics of Moon Photography  
Before reading the information below, I highly recommend reading my “how to photograph the moon” article, where you can find 

plenty of information (including camera settings) on how to photograph the moon. You will need that while capturing the beginning 

and the end of the eclipse, when the moon is partially lit by the sun. 

  

2) Photographing the Sequence  
One thing you need to decide on, is whether you want to shoot the entire sequence of the lunar eclipse, or just the middle of the proc-

ess (period of totality) when the moon is orange/red in color. I would personally recommend to document the whole process from the 

beginning to the end, so that you have pictures of the full moon, then a partial eclipse, then a total eclipse, then a partial eclipse 

again, returning back to full moon when the eclipse ends. The nice thing about having the entire sequence in pictures, is that you can 

later combine images together like this (See Front cover): 

  

You will have to be very patient though – it took me about four hours in total to capture the moon from the beginning to the end of 

the eclipse. The night was very cold (below freezing) where I live and although I wore very warm clothes, I had to run home back 

and forth to get warmer. Thankfully, I did everything right outside of my home and did not have to drive anywhere far. There was 

plenty of light pollution in the sky, but it did not seem to impact my images as much, so you can certainly do it from right where you 

live too. 

  

If for whatever reason you cannot stay for the entire duration of the eclipse, I would just stay for the total eclipse to capture the moon 

when it is red. 

  

3) Camera Equipment and Lenses  
When it comes to photographing a lunar eclipse, the type of equipment you are using plays a huge role. Photographing a lunar 

eclipse is not the same as photographing the moon for one major reason – lack of light. When you photograph the moon while it is lit 

by the sun, it is typically so bright, that you can easily use fast shutter speeds at very low camera ISO, without having to worry about 

noise. Photographing a lunar eclipse is much more challenging, because the moon gets very dim when it is in the Earth’s shadow. 

Not only will you have to decrease your shutter speed, but you will also have to increase camera ISO to a much larger value, espe-

cially if you are shooting with long lenses above 300mm. Having a good DSLR that can handle noise at high ISO levels will cer-

tainly help. 

  

When it comes to lenses, longer lenses will magnify the moon more and provide some good details for your shots. So, unless I am 

capturing the moon with a large foreground ele-

ment, I would use my longest lens in my arsenal. 

But a longer lens presents another problem for 

moon photography – you will have to use a fast 

shutter speed to get blur-free images of the moon, 

since it moves so fast (see below). 

  
4) Camera Settings  
When you shoot a bright moon, a good exposure 

is typically around 1/125-1/250th of a second @ 

f/11, ISO 100-200. When an eclipse starts, this 

exposure will work great to expose the bright part 

of the moon, while the dark side of the moon is 

not going to be visible at all. At some point, you 

will have to change your exposure to expose for 

the dark side, while overexposing the bright side 

of the moon, similar to this image: 
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I found out that the exposure difference between the bright and the dark sides was a whopping 8 full stops! What does this mean? It 

means that if you were getting a great exposure of the sun-lit moon at 1/250th of a second at ISO 200, in order to capture the part of 

the moon that is in earth’s shadow, you would have to shoot at 1 second @ ISO 200 (1/125, 1/60, 1/30, 1/15, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1)! 

 

This is the part where the focal length of your lens becomes your enemy. The longer the lens, the more you need to worry about two 

major problems – shutter speed and camera shake. A long lens (above 300mm) will make the moon larger in your picture, which at 

the same time means that the moon will move very quickly through your frame. Using a slow shutter speed is obviously unaccept-

able, because the moon features will all appear blurry. Therefore, your only choice is to shoot at maximum aperture and increase 

camera ISO to a large number. In the above example, to increase my shutter speed to just 1/15th of a second, I would have to shoot at 

ISO 3200, which would result in a lot of grain, especially if I were shooting on a DX camera. So, what should your shutter speed be? 

It depends on the focal length of your lens. If you are shooting at 300mm on a DX body using a lens 

like the Nikon 70-300mm VR, shoot at shutter speeds faster than 2 seconds. If you are using a longer 

lens, you will have to use even faster shutter speeds to get a blur-free image of the moon. I was shoot-

ing at 560mm (Nikon 200-400mm @ 400mm + 1.4x TC) on a full-frame body (Nikon D3s) and I 

found that my limit was about a half a second (1/2) before the moon started to get blurry. 

  

Take a look at the below crop shot at 2 seconds to see how blurry the moon got:  

  

And that’s with me shooting on a tripod using a remote shutter release, plus Mirror Lock-Up with about 1 second interval after rais-

ing the mirror! Let’s talk about camera shake for a second. Whenever you shoot with long lenses over 300mm, you have to make 

sure that you have a very stable setup. It goes without saying that your camera needs to be mounted securely on your tripod and you 

should not be pressing the shutter with your hand. Use a remote shutter release and switch to “Mirror Lock-Up” shutter release 

mode, if your DSLR has it – it will certainly help in minimizing camera shake. Oh, and don’t forget to turn off Image Stabilization/

VR when your lens is mounted on a tripod. 

  

The biggest challenge, however, was not when I was taking pictures of the half-lit or quarter-lit moon – it was when I was photo-

graphing a total eclipse, when the moon was in Earth’s umbral shadow. Depending on how bright the moon appears during this 

phase, you will have to adjust your exposure accordingly. Keeping my aperture between f/5.6 and f/8.0 and shutter speeds above 1/2 

second, I had to increase my camera ISO to 1600 and sometimes even 3200, which added plenty of grain to my images, but at least 

the images were not blurry. 

  

5) Focus Accuracy and Sharpness  
No matter what lens you are using, getting a very accurate focus on the moon is extremely important. I know that some of you might 

suggest to shoot at infinity, but since many lenses now allow focusing “beyond infinity”, getting a true infinity focus is not that easy 

– a slight inaccuracy in focus will make the moon appear blurry. While using your center focus point to acquire focus might work 

fine when the moon is lit by the sun, your autofocus will most likely cease to function or might be grossly inaccurate when the moon 

is very dark. If you have a DSLR that has a LiveView mode, then certainly use it to get a much more accurate focus. I had some 

challenges with AF when using LiveView on my camera though – LiveView was severely overexposing the moon, which made it 

impossible to autofocus, even though I was shooting in Manual Mode. The workaround was to press the “OK” button on the D3s 

(which switches LiveView to true manual mode), then rotate the back dial to increase my shutter speed. This way, I was able to 

properly expose the moon and AF worked great after that. 

  

Instead of dealing with refocusing every time you take a picture, I highly recommend to switch off autofocus once you get an accu-

rate focus on the moon (preferably before the lunar eclipse). Take a picture and use the LCD screen of the camera to see how sharp 

the moon is. Zoom in all the way and make sure that the moon appears sharp. If it is not, go back to LiveView mode and retry. If you 

cannot manage to get your camera to autofocus in LiveView mode, try manually focusing with your hand while zoomed in all the 

way in LiveView. If you get a good focus before the Moon goes into the Earth’s shadow, you won’t have to touch your focus until 

the end of the eclipse. 

  

One more thing I would like to point out, is if you are using a lens with a teleconverter, or if you are using a consumer zoom lens, the 

optics are probably not very sharp when shooting at large apertures. Stopping down the lens aperture to f/8-f/11 should give you the 

sharpest results. Don’t use apertures larger than f/11 – diffraction will kick in and make the moon appear even softer. 
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6) Moon Movement Speed  
So far I mentioned several times how fast the moon moves when using long lenses. Take a look at this video  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1ipD7KdYcE#t=10  

and see for yourself where the moon starts in the frame, and then ends up at the end of the 2 minute video. If you are im-

patient, simply look at the beginning of the video, then the end and compare the location of the moon in the frame: 

  

Now just think how many times I had to move my camera to photograph a 4 hour long eclipse! 

  

7) Composition  
Unless you are shooting at short focal lengths with a foreground object or some sort of a scene, don’t worry about com-

position – place the moon anywhere in your frame. The location does not matter, since you can easily crop the moon out 

in post-processing, as long as the moon is exposed properly. I often tried re-centering the moon in my frame, but as you 

saw from the above video, it was rather difficult to recompose every time. At the end, I ended up starting with the moon 

on my top left corner frame and let it move towards the right bottom corner. When it approached the bottom, I would 

move it back to the top left again. 

  

If you want to have stars with the moon in the final picture, the best way is to shoot starts separately at several seconds, 

then combine both images together. If you want to have a composite image like the vertical one I posted in this article, 

then your best bet is to photograph a night scene separately with a wide-angle lens, then use Photoshop to copy-paste the 

moon into the image. 

  

8) Post-processing  
The post-processing method I use for the moon is described in detail in my “how to photograph the moon” article. For 

the total lunar eclipse, the bigger problem is going to be dealing with the noise due to high ISO levels. If noise is an is-

sue, see my “noise reduction tutorial” that I posted a while ago – there are plenty of tips in that article on how to clean up 

noise in Photoshop and Lightroom. 

  

As for doing composite images (combining the various phases of the moon with other images), the process is not that 

difficult. Here is how I recommend doing it: 

 1.Pick a couple of photos with a dark sky, obviously shot at night. 

 2.Open your moon photos and using the “Magic Wand” tool, select just the moon by itself. Play with the “Tolerance” 

level and make sure that you are grabbing the whole moon, not just parts of it. 

 3.Copy the moon by pressing CTRL+C/Command+C 

 4.Paste it into a corresponding image with a dark sky. 

 5.If the moon you copied has some black edges to it and your sky is not totally black, then try this trick: select the moon 

once again with the Magic Wand, then right click the moon, choose “Select Inverse”, then right click again, choose 

“Feather” and give it 2-3 pixels. Next, click on the “Add a Mask” button on the layers palette. Once this is done, click on 

the Mask itself in the layers window, then click “Apply Mask”. Repeat this process several times, if necessary, to make 

the edges of the moon smooth. 

 6.Experiment with copy-pasting several phases of the moon and see how you like the final image. 

 7.Don’t forget about sharpening the moon. Do it before selecting the moon with the Magic Wand, otherwise the sharp-

ening tool will also sharpen the edges of the moon. 

  

Photographing a total lunar eclipse was a great experience for me. I highly recommend getting out and trying it next 

summer! 

 

 

Read more: http://photographylife.com/how-to-photograph-a-lunar-eclipse#ixzz2xV1p3ryt 
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  What you missed last month—The March, 2014 meeting: 
 

I’ve been a member since 1970, so I’ve witnessed more than a few great talks by some truly fine speakers.  I think it’s 

fair to say that there are very few areas of astronomy that I haven’t heard someone talk about, and as time goes by (at an 

ever increasing pace!), the time between such talks increases. 

 

So I approached the March meeting with some trepidation as the talk was about Ancient Egyptian Astronomy.  It was an 

area about which I knew virtually nothing, and I’d never seen a talk about it before.   

 

I needn’t have worried!  Doctor Cockcroft offered up an introduction to ancient Egyptian astronomy, treating us to a 

very good presentation.  It was informative and intriguing while being warm and personal.  Well done, Doctor Robert! 

 

There were updates from some members, a “swap meet” from Colin Haig, and a request from Mark Pickett for volun-

teers for Sidewalk Astronomy at Canadian Tire.   

 

Gary Bennett also requested volunteers for AstroCATS—and we still need some!!! 

 

Afterwards, there was the usual gastronomy at the Royal Coachman: great wings, excellent fish and chips, and if you 

like a good curry then the Curry and Chips is not to be missed! 
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 Mizzi’s Quizzis—Number 3 From Ed Mizzi 
 

 1. To locate an object in the sky, two questions must be solved. How high is it in the sky? and In what direction is it? 

The term that identifies the ‘compass direction’ is ...  

  A. azimuth  B. altitude C. zenith D. astroplane 

 

 2. When constructing an astrolabe to locate the position of a star in the night sky, the ‘protractor’ is used to determine 

the ...  

  A. azimuth  B. altitude  C. zenith D. astroplane  

 

 3. The ancient Greeks studied the stars and the celestial bodies. They had a word that meant ‘wanderer’ to describe a 

celestial body that changed its position in the sky. ‘Wanderer’ is the origin for the word  

  A. Comet   B. Asteroid   C. Star  D. Planet  

   

 4. The imaginary ‘sphere of sky’ showing the ecliptic (apparent path of the Sun through the sky during the year) that 

surrounds the Earth is identified as the ...  

  A. Equinox sphere   B. Celestial sphere  C. Heavenly sphere  D. Solstice sphere  

 

 5.   Which planet of our Solar System is the largest planet? 

 A.   Mercury B.   Saturn  C.   Jupiter D.   Uranus 

 

 6.   Stars can be different colours, temperatures and luminosities.  These different characteristics can be represented in 

an HertzsprungRussell Diagram. Where is our Sun located in an Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram? 

 A.   Between the Red Giants and Red Super Giants  B.   Near the centre of the Main Sequence 

 C.   Next to Betelgeuse     D.   Surrounded by Sirius B and other White Dwarfs 

 

 7.   What 2 components describe a Red Giant, compared to other types of stars? 

  A.   Big and hot  B.   Small and hot C.   Big and cold D.   Small and cold 

 

 8.   Where are stars born? 

  A.   Nebula  B.   Black Hole  C.   Supernova  D.   Neutron Star 

 

 9.   What is “…a darkening of a celestial object due to the position of another celestial object?” 

 A.   A sunspot  B.   An eclipse  C.   A meteorite  D.   Celestial sphere  

 

10.   What is the best way to describe the Big Bang Theory? 

 A.   Explosion  B.   Balloon expanding C.   An ugly Uranus D.   Dripping candle 

 

  
 

 

 

Answers for Mizzi’s Quizzi Number 2: 

 

1. Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram 

2. Protostar 

3. Supernova 

4. Black holes 

5. Asterisms 

6. Earth’s magnetic field 

7. Meteoroids 

8. The Sun’s corona 

9. NEAR Shoemaker 

10. Zenith 
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